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Presentation
The compilation of data that we offer here has been conceived to provide a clear
account of the current status of the city’s cultural sector. The indicators listed make it
possible to analyse the cultural supply and consumption for 2015 of a wide variety of
spaces, facilities and activities, including museums, exhibition spaces, spaces of
architectural interest, auditoriums and live music venues, theatres and performing arts
spaces, cinemas, creation spaces, libraries, civic centres, cultural festivals, city
festivals and more. There is also a section on the support received by private sector
organisations through the various lines of subsidies awarded by the Institut de Cultura
(ICUB).
By analysing these data, we gain an understanding of the present situation of the
sector, which is divided into spheres and appraised by various types of indicators
based on facilities (number of spaces; number of visitors, spectators and users;
number of shows, occupancy percentages, etc.). In addition, this information will be
useful for conducting intersectoral analyses, studies between cities and analyses over
time, as well as for observing the behaviour of citizens with respect to their cultural
consumption habits, which may allow pertinent conclusions to be drawn.
Accordingly, therefore, this report has been designed as a precise and useful tool for
the performance of complete analyses from two complementary standpoints: that of
the supply of the public and private cultural facilities, and that of the cultural
consumption of citizens. All told, it can provide a clear, all-round picture of the
current state of culture in the city. Of course, information of this sort is particularly
valuable during times of crisis, such as the present one, a crisis that is not purely
economic in nature.
Indeed, this context of crisis, which is proving difficult to shrug off, highlights the
difficulties being experienced by the cultural sector, which is clearly vulnerable and
which has been deeply affected by the economic situation in recent years. At the same
time, however, this is a sector of enormous vitality and impetus, which has succeeded
in reinventing itself by making great efforts and applying large doses of creativity and
imagination. It is a sector that has always found alternative ways of emerging and
showing itself to the public. A quick look at the data confirms this fact. In short, the
figures are proof of the city’s tremendous vitality in the cultural sphere and show how
passionate we, the people of Barcelona, and all those who visit us are about culture.
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Museums and exhibition spaces
One of the most complex aspects when working with cultural indicators is the
classification of facilities and the selection of basic indicators for each type of centre.
For the past few years in the statistics compiled by the Ajuntament de Barcelona
(Barcelona City Council), with the approval of the centres involved, we’ve grouped
centres and their data according to the indicators that describe their activity. In the
case of museums, one of the indicators often used is the number of visitors. Other
types of facility, such as some archives, host a regular programme of temporary
exhibitions and, consequently, visitors are also counted. Consequently, in this section
you’ll find data on centres that share this indicator, including some archives.
In terms of public, the
historical confusion generated
by the terms visitors and
users, for the museum and
exhibition centre sector of
Barcelona, has gradually been
overcome (see the glossary on
our website), and we now
have homogenous, linkable
and comparable data on
public for the vast majority of
the city’s centres.
The challenge we’re now faced with is to broaden our horizons to include other
indicators that help describe the vibrancy of these centres. We have to widen the
scope and describe what exhibitions are held, the number of activities organised and
for whom, the collections they have, the objects acquired, studied, exhibited, loaned,
etc.
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Archives and heritage libraries
The city’s heritage archives and libraries are an essential instrument for keeping the
collective memory alive. Despite this common goal, however, they are very diverse in
terms of the origins and the characteristics of the documentation they conserve.
Some safeguard old documents relative to the history of the city as a whole, others
specialise in photographic documentation, and some belong to private entities or
institutions that have played a key role in the history of Barcelona.
Currently,
from
the
Observatori
de
Dades
Culturals de Barcelona
(Barcelona Cultural Data
Observatory), alongside the
leading players involved,
we have begun a process
whereby we revise the data
gathered from all these
facilities with the aim of
offering a broader and more
comprehensive perspective of the sector.
Firstly we are assessing which indicators are the most suitable for describing and
analysing the role that these centres play, and secondly we are intending to expand the
number of centres that we have data for, as we currently only include a fraction of
those that exist in the city.
In the meantime, aside from the data that we make available through this document,
we invite you to visit the search engine of the Map of Facilities in Catalonia where
you’ll find a full list of the city’s archives and libraries.
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Performing arts spaces
There are approximately fifty venues on Barcelona’s performing arts map. These
spaces encompass all trends, from commercial to cutting-edge, and together they
make up a very varied and heterogeneous network, with venues of all sizes and
ownerships.
The majority of entities that
manage these venues are members
of the Associació d’Empreses de
Teatre de Catalunya (ADETCA,
Association of Theatre Companies
of Catalonia), an association that
works throughout Catalonia and
comprises a truly representative
share of the performing arts sector.
The data we provide in this section
come from the statistics that this organisation gathers, based on the figures provided
by the various theatre halls. Figures for some of the more experimental initiatives are
lacking as are those for more alternative forms of expression, and some athenaeums,
etc. By and large, however, you’ll find reference data for the entire sector that we’ll
continue to update in partnership with the players involved.
In this section you’ll find data on theatres but also on museums, large auditoriums,
libraries or creation spaces that offer a regular programme of performing arts events.

Taula 7. Arts escèniques, 2015
Espectacles
Funcions

1.154
12.334

Aforament

4.108.134

Espectadors

2.421.229

% d'ocupació

59

Font: ADETCA
Elaboració: Institut de Cultura. Ajuntament de Barcelona.
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Concert spaces
Barcelona’s musical scene has several principal clusters, among which we find three
large auditoriums that, due to their size, are managed as consortiums in which several
public bodies are involved. These are, namely, L’Auditori, the Gran Teatre del Liceu
and the Palau de la Música Catalana. These venues put on large part of the opera,
classical and contemporary music shows in the city. Despite the predominance of
these genres, all three auditoriums host a wide variety of events ranging from world
music concerts to all manner of festivals.

Alongside this activity, a series of concert halls across the city form a network of
venues with a regular programme of live music. Apolo, Razzmatazz, Music Hall or
Bikini offer live music most of the week, as do venues such as Sidecar, Tarantos, Jazz
Sí Club, Luz de Gas or the small Heliogàbal venue, among others. Venues such as
Jamboree or Harlem Jazz Club, as well as hosting other types of music, are good
representatives of the city’s jazz circuit.
Barcelona is often included in the tours of nationally and internationally famous
artists who tend to organise concerts in high-capacity venues such as sport stadiums.
The Estadi Olímpic (Olympic Stadium) or the Palau Sant Jordi are commonly the
backdrop for this sort of show.
In this section you’ll find data on the activity in many of the musical venues
mentioned above, whilst in the table 0 you’ll be able to see a summary of concerts in
large-capacity venues.
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Cinemas
Cinema is an activity that has been deeply affected by the technological changes of
recent times. The increase in TV programming and online viewing options has led to
a decrease in audiences at cinemas, some of which have been forced to close.
Despite attendance figures in cinemas for recent
years being much lower than before, citizens still go
to the cinema much more often than they would, for
example, to the theatre (“El consum cultural dels
barcelonins” [“Cultural consumption of Barcelona’s
residents”], Òmnibus municipal survey, report for
2015) and cinema remains a key feature of
Barcelona’s cultural scene.
Aside from efforts to improve the range of films on offer and the programming of
large distribution companies (with proposals such as the Cinema Festival), we would
like to point out a number of initiatives that seek new ways to draw audiences. Among
such initiatives we have Texas, a cinema devoted to re-releases in original version (at
a reduced price of three euros); Zumzeig, a cinema in Sants dedicated to showing
non-commercial arthouse films, documentaries and videoart, proving very popular
among young and alternative audiences; Phenomena, specialising in films from the
seventies, eighties and nineties, or the revival of matinée sessions at the Verdi
cinemas.
In the cinema sector, a
unique case is the Filmoteca
de Catalunya (Film Archive
of Catalonia) that promotes
film culture with screenings
of classics from different
periods.
The statistical data that
you’ll find in this section
have been gathered by the
Institut Català de les
Empreses Culturals (ICEC, Catalan Institute for the Cultural Companies), a branch of
the Generalitat de Catalunya (Government of Catalonia) that is responsible for
cinematography, among other areas.
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Art Factories
Creativity and exploring new languages in different artistic disciplines is one of the
outstanding features of culture in Barcelona. Year after year, new spaces where
emerging culture finds vital support are springing up across Barcelona. These are
innovative and multidisciplinary spaces that offer resources, instruments and services
so that creators and artists can develop their creations.
With the programme Art
Factories, the Institut de
Cultura
de
Barcelona
(ICUB, Culture Institute of
Barcelona) has responded
to a historical demand on
behalf of artists and groups
who voiced their need for
well-equipped spaces for
creation
and
artistic
research. Currently, this
network is made up of ten publicly owned and privately managed centres, most of
which are located in industrial spaces that are no longer in use.
It took several years to set up the network and then, in 2012, a process began to define
a basic information system and a set of minimum data to describe the activity and the
management of the different centres. From the outset, this work has been done
together with the managers of the facilities who have analysed, shared, agreed on and
validated some initial data that you’ll find in this section and that represent a step
forward in the analysis of these spaces.
Work is on-going and we hope to be able to broaden the information both with the
incorporation of new indicators to the set of quantitative data and with the qualitative
analysis of the work that is being carried out in these facilities, an analysis that will
allow for a better description of the work that is being developed in the sphere of
creation.
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Barcelona libraries
Biblioteques de Barcelona (Barcelona Libraries) has 40 facilities dotted across the
city and it continues to work to broaden this network and to improve the services
provided. One of the improvements introduced during 2015 was the installation of
self-loan units in 8 new libraries. There are now 11 libraries with self-loan units, a
service that processed 85% of the loans in these facilities.
In terms of Barcelona Libraries’ overall stock of 2.4
million items available for loan, in 2015 the target
of 1.5 items per inhabitant was reached, a figure that
fulfils the recommendation set out in the IFLAUnesco guidelines for the development of public
library services for large cities.
One of the services that was implemented in mid2015 was eBiblio, a Catalan public library platform
for digital loans. In its opening months, 49,251
digital book loans were processes throughout
Catalonia.
In terms of facilities, aside from maintenance works in several libraries, Biblioteca
Joan Miró was fully renovated, coinciding with its 25th anniversary; access to
Biblioteca Les Corts-Miquel Llongueras was improved and Biblioteca MontbauAlbert Pérez Baró was fully renovated and its surface area was extended.
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Civic centres
The city’s civic centres have become a permanent feature on Barcelona’s cultural
map. They are a reference point for thousands of people who participate on a daily
basis in the construction of an active, innovative culture that is deeply-rooted in the
day-to-day workings of the different districts that make up Barcelona. There are 51
facilities in total, dotted across all the city’s neighbourhoods, and they make local
culture accessible for everyone.
In 2012 the coordination of civic centres became the responsibility of the Institut de
Cultura de Barcelona (ICUB, Culture Institute of Barcelona) and, with the
participation of the district leaders and the centres themselves, a plan was drawn up
that set out the strategic areas and basic criteria for the activities in these facilities.
Among other strands of work, a new shared indicator system for all the centres was
put underway.
An attempt had previously
been made to gather this
information in a systematic
and rigorous way, but it
wasn’t until 2014 that we
had access to homogenous
and standardised data for all
the centres. Now we can
know how many courses or
workshops are held, how
many people attend, what
activities are organised, the activities in which participants can be counted and those
in which they can’t, what use associations make of civic centres, etc. To gather this
data, the involvement of the leading figures involved in the management and
coordination of the centres has been essential, as has the work of specialists who
handle the data every day.
The development of this initiative has been slow, with constant revisions, but now it
sheds light on a hidden reality. Similarly, efforts have been made to carry out a deeper
study on the profile of visitors through the different surveys that have been carried out
and that, among other aspects, have allowed us to know that civic centres are one of
the municipal services that citizens value most highly.
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Cultural festivals
Every year Barcelona hosts approximately 200 festivals from all sorts of artistic
disciplines. It’s a very vibrant sector, but also one that’s very diverse, with many
different proposals in terms of size, duration, impact, etc. Indeed, the great variety of
events encompassed by the term festival makes subsequent analysis more difficult.

Many theoretical approaches have been put forward to find an assessment method and
rigorous and comparable data on cultural festivals. The report Festival statistics: key
concepts and current practices, published by the Unesco Institute for Statistics in
2015, is one of the most recent studies on this subject. The report describes both
theoretical aspects and processes and methodologies that are used today in different
parts of the world to gather data and analyse the sector. Nonetheless, the study warns
that there’s still some way to go in the development of suitable tools to measure the
true impact of city festivals.
From the Observatori de Dades Culturals de Barcelona (Barcelona Cultural Data
Observatory), in partnership with the Departament de Cultura de la Generalitat de
Catalunya (Ministry of Culture of the Government of Catalonia) we have set in
motion a process to expand our knowledge of cultural festivals. This process should
lead us to a good definition of the concept (and to establish differences with other
formats, such as showings, seasons, or cycles) as well as to helping us to decide the
key data that need to be collected and analysed.
In the meantime, the data we have for this section are derived from censuses (edition,
dates, location…), valuable information, nevertheless, as it draws attention to the
sector’s potential. We would also like to point out that cultural festivals that are
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programmed exclusively on the internet, which are increasingly commonplace, are
not included in this section as audiences aren’t located specifically in Barcelona.
Whatever the case may be, we need to continue to work closely with the sector to
agree on homogenous, linkable and comparable indicators that give the definitive
solution for describing and analysing the social, cultural and economic impact of the
world of festivals in our city.
Finally, in this section you’ll also find key data for cultural fairs that are held over the
course of the year, mainly in the field of literature and the visual arts.
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City festivals
Barcelona has an abundance of community associations and a long tradition of
popular culture and over the course of the year this becomes patent in the rich variety
of celebrations that are organised. Many of these events have become unmissable for
local residents: from major city festivals, such as Santa Eulàlia in February or La
Mercè in September, to smaller traditional or neighbourhood festivals. In the popular
culture website of the Ajuntament de Barcelona (Barcelona City Council) you’ll find
all the information on this sphere.
One of the problems regarding data on festival participation is that many of such
events are held in public spaces and we only have access to rough figures estimated
by traffic and citizen safety services.
In the case of La Mercè, a
few years ago the Institut
de Cultura de Barcelona
(ICUB, Culture Institute of
Barcelona)
began
to
implement more thorough
systems for calculating
citizen participation. The
most recent innovation has
been the installation of
thermal
sensors
in
Ciutadella park and Montjuïc castle that have provided more reliable data for places
where it’s more difficult to calculate numbers of people attending. In the Informe de
participació a La Mercè 2015 (Report on participation to La Mercè 2015) you’ll find
more information on this topic.
We should add that implementing these techniques is very costly and event organisers
cannot always afford them. As a result, rather than applying these solutions to other
events, we should seek to define a set of indicators for popular culture that transcend
numbers of participants.
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Grants / Transfers
Of all the policies and initiatives undertaken by the Ajuntament de Barcelona
(Barcelona City Council) through the Institut de Cultura (ICUB, Culture Institute),
grant allocation is probably the most relevant for the city’s private cultural sector.
Aside from large facilities, normally managed through foundations or consortiums
that receive funds directly from the Municipal Administration, the various calls for
grants are the instrument through which the City Council supports the city’s intense
cultural activity.
The call for grants for cultural activities encompasses most facets of the city’s cultural
life: facilities and cultural venues; many festivals, showings and cycles, which make
Barcelona’s entertainment pages some of the most extensive and varied; a large
number of professionals with interesting projects; and budding talents and people
hoping for the chance to make themselves known.
For this reason, the call for grants is an excellent instrument for gauging the health of
the cultural sector; it’s a precise indicator of its vitality, its power of initiative and its
imagination as well as showcasing the new trends that are appearing on Barcelona’s
cultural scene.
Running parallel to this call for grants, the ICUB has another grant system that,
instead of developing activities, is aimed at providing private companies and
organisations with financial support to invest in technical equipment or premises
renovation.
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